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Significance of the Study
Ihis study is designed to examine a sample of actual clinic practice
to ascertain the factors vAilch are considered to be contributory to the
varying degrees of father involvement in the treatment of emotionally
disturbed children* Degree of father involvement as used here refers
not only to the frequency vdth idilch fathers report to the clinic but
also to the extent of their verbal and mnotional concern*
Ttieoretically, both parents should be brou^t into
the treatment relationship, but in the American culttire,
since the mother, especially vhen there are young chil¬
dren, is more involved, it is she udio is most actively
engaged in tiie process^^
• •••a point supported by many viriters on the family*^
The functions of motherhood have been both im-
pliclt and explicit for centuries* It is time that
a father's functions were made clearer and given a
more tangible meanlng.3
One finds very little, however, in the literature idiich describes
the fathez'-child, father-family relationships* It is felt that such
^XJordon Hamilton, Psychotheranar in Child Guidance (New York, 1947),
p* 282*
Bowen, R* Dysinger, and B* Basmanla, "The Role of the Father in
Families with a Schizophrenic Patient," Paper Read at the 114th Annual
Meeting of APA» Francisco, California (May 12-16* 1953), p, 41;
Ernest Harms (ed.). Handbook of Child Guidance (New York, 1947), p* 3175
and Hiyllis Mirlich, "Fathers in the Family Circle," New York Times
Magazine (June 12, I960), p* 65*




a description would be \iseful for the purposes of this study in pro-
Tiding a basis for evaluating the fathers* roles to be described in this
study.^
Because fathering as a life function is relatively
more sensitive to the vicissitudes of social change than
is mothering^ we must pay special attention to the cul¬
tural factor in the molding of fathering behavior,^
Galdston speaks of a decline in the father-image^ a condition which
has come about because of the fact that modem technology has emanci¬
pated the mother to the point idiere she is free to build up a domiziatlng
position within the family^ ahd to wreak havoc on the children by over¬
protecting thmn and ousting father as the principal figure*^
English and Foster view the situation b7 appointing out thatf
It is fr<mi and through the father that tiie en¬
tire family should receive a steadiness of ptirpose,
an enthusiasm of inberest«<a sense of Justice^ and
fair play^ an awareness of the world’s problems^ and
an inspiration to be useful, friendly, and a partici¬
pant in making the world a better place to live in«^
In a much later writing, English describes more ^eclflcally the
father’s role in the family as follows:
^Schelysture A* Gordon, "A Study of Fathers of Psychotic Children,”
(Unpublished Master’s thesis. School of Social ^xk, Atlanta Ibiiverslty,
I960), p. 9.
%athan W* Ackerman, The Psyehodvnamics of Family Life (New York,
195S), p. 178.
^lago Galdston, "The American Family in Crisis," M«ital Hygiene.
XLII (April, 1958), p. 229.
^'English and Foster, op. cit.. xi«
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1* Companion and inspiration for the mother
2« Awakener of the emotional potentials of his child
3* Beloved friend and teacher to his diild
k* Ego ideal for masculine love, ethics, and morality
5* Model for social and vocational behaidor
6* Stabilizing influence for solution of the
Oedipus complex
7* Protector, mentor, and hero for the grade school
child
Counselor and friend for the adolescence^
Using the latter description as a basis for evaluating the father's
role in the family enables us to determine ><hat, as well as how much,
effort must be put forth to bring fathers actively into treatment in
the family guidance of the future*^
Ckie of the fundamental principles of child guid¬
ance is that success of treatment is dependent on the
extent to which parents, particularly the mother, are
able to ace^t and become involved in treatment*^
lliere has been a sharper trend toward examining
fathers' responsibilities for the disturbance of the
child, and there is now more pressiure to draw him
into the center of corrective child-guidance pro¬
cedures, More and more it is recognized that child-
rearing is a Joint venture, that the responsibilities
are shared respon8ibilities,4
Why is more enQ}hasis then seemingly placed on laother participation?
According to Reiner and Kaufinans
^0, S, English, "The Psydiologlcal Role of the Father in the Family,"
Social Casewoik, x£lV (November, 1954), 328,
Hamilton, op. clt,« p, 282,
^Shirley Ugovsky, "Parents As a Focus of Treatment in the Child
Guidance Clinic," (Published thesis abstract, Snith College Studies
in Social Work. ISIV (July, 1953), p. 42#
^Ackerman, op. cit,, p, 177*
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The mother *8 need to control and to CKolude the
father frcm participation in treatment is undoubtedly
one factor that Influences some of the men to place
responsibility for clinic contact on their wlTes..*
In many cases the failure of the fathers to partici¬
pate is only another s7iiq>tom of the generally de¬
teriorated marital relationship*^
Another position held is that the mother is the more significant
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person and the father is not needed*
Since the establishment of the first child guidance clinic in 1922^
child guidance clinics have attenqpted to provide guidance at those points
>diere the understanding and service idilch the family, the school, and the
church have mustered to meet a child's needs are not sufficient*'^ Thus
we see l^at "treatment in a child guidance clinic implies that we have
concern about environmental Influence in the child's llfe*"^ Person¬
ality development is a oomplieated affair in idiieh the father as well
as the mother needs to pcudiicipate in order to give the child the greatest
understanding, the most wisdm and versality—elements of far-reaching
ijr^rtance of emotional security in the personality development of every
Beatrice Reiner and Irving Kaufinan, Character Disorders in Parents
of Delinquents (New York, 1959/# P* 154*
^Eloise Runion, "A Studj of Father Involvement in Treatment in a
Child Psychiatry Clinic" (Published thesis abstract, aniUi College
Studies in Social Work* XUX (July, 1958)# PP* 136-137*
^George Stevenson md Geddes Sknlth, Child Guidance Clinics (New
York, 1934)# P* 84*
^'Philippa Eggleston, "The Role of the Clinic Social liforker in
Relation to the School Chil<V Journal of Psychiatric Social Vforic.
HI (January, 1954)# 86-90*
$
child. IThat basically influences a child's behavior is not the father's
attitude aloney nor that of the mother alone, but rather the Interaction
of both parents .1
When this (the interaction of both parents) repre¬
sents the meshing of mature emotional needs, bhe atmos¬
phere created will be one in which the entire family's
happiness can flourish.^
The rise of the child guidance movement began as a program for the
prevention of delinquency through treatment of emotionally disturbed
children,^ Its original purpose "was to reach the problems of juvenile
delinquency by concentrating upon the child referred by the juvenile
court.Today its aim is a broader one.
The child guidance clinic is an attempt to marshal
the z^sources of the community in behalf of children
who are in distress because of unsatisfied needs, or
are seriously at outs with their environment—children
whose developnent is thrown out of balance by diffi¬
culties which reveal themselves in unhealtl^ traits,
inacceptable behavior, or inability to cope with social
and scholastic expectations.5
At the time that Stevenson and Smith wrote, some twelve years after
the child guidance clinic came into being, the functions of the child
^Ehrlich, op. clt., p. 66.
^Ibid.
3
Hamilton, op« cit., p. 6.
^Arthur Fink, The Field of Social Work (New Tork, 19U2), p. 138.
Stevenson and Smith, op» cit., p. 85
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guidance clinic were threefold:
They studied and treated patients j they sought to
interest other community e^encies in the prevention of
behavior and personality disorders in children and in
promising methods of dealing with them when they oc¬
curred; and they attempted to reveal to the community,
through first-hand stuty of individual children, the
unmet needs of groups and children*!
Present-day child guidance clinics “offer early preventive service
and treatment to disturbed diildren who need to develop healthier and
happier personalities.“2 Also, in modern child guidance clinics, it is
required that parents participate in treatment by coming for weekly in¬
terviews throughout the period of the child's treatment,3
The development of the psychiatric clinic for
children as we know it today parallels the gr<sring
recognition of the Interdependence of child and
parents and the need to include the parents in the
diagnostic study and treatment of the child,**
Purpose of the Stuty
The general purpose of this stuty is to determine whether there exist
any factors which seem to be related to the degree of parental involve¬
ment in treatment in a child guidance dlnlc, Uajor factors considered
Include: attitudes towards.patients, frequency of contact, and veibal
involvement in treatment. Each of the above three factors, in later
Stevenson and Smith, op, cit,, p, 86,
2jean R, Pearman and Albert H, Burrows, Social Services in the School
(Washington, D, C,, 1955), p, 178,
^Schelysture Gordon, op, cit,, p, 1,| Chapter II of this thesis,
p. 15.
^AP Report No, 38, “The Eiagnostic Process in Child Psychiatry,"
August, 1957, p, 315.
sections, hawe been correlated with: referral source, intake partici¬
pants, age, education, religion, and sex of therapist. Each of the
three have also been correlated with each other.
Method of Procedure
Examination of pertinent literature reflected the father*s role in
the family as it should be carried out, and, to a lesser degree, his in¬
volvement, or lack of it, in the treatment of his child in a child guid¬
ance clinic from a general point of view. This study "was more specific
in that it was geared toward ascertaining the degree of father involve¬
ment in the treatment of his child as it was practiced and observed in
the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County, In this undertaking the
case study approach was the one most widely and appropriately utilized.
Beginning January 1, 1957 the Center has kept cards onto which certain
identifying information is recorded by means of coding,^ Discussions with
the regular staff revealed that 1957, 1958, and 1959 were transition years,
but that 1959 was the most stable of the three. Transition refers to the
fact that the agency was-in the process of etabllizing d-ts^staffn^tei^
having obtained sufficient employees to constitute the diagnostic team.
Dr, Rockwell, its latest and present director, became a full-time em¬
ployee in mid-1957 but in mid-1959 had a change of status to part-time
employment. The staff agreed that her change of status was not as sig¬
nificant as two full-time male social workers who were there throughout
^Coding involves punching special agency cards which bear summarized
identifying information. See Exhibit A in Appendix,
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1959* This agreement led to the selectlcxi of 1909 as the year from which
data were collected for this study* This decision was based on the as¬
sumption that fathers feel more canfartable with male the rapists than with
female therapists, thus indicating that fathers of patients would feel
freer to report to the Center#
As the first step in eliminating non-appUcable cases in accordance
with the scope and limitations of the study, the cards on which the term
*»average,* describing the family con^josition appeared, were separated
trcm the others* This assured the writer, assuming that the cards were
properly coded, that both parents were in the home, Frtwi the result of
this process were taken those cards wherein both parents had not had an
equal opportxmity to participate in treatment. The latter part of the
above statement carries with it the idea that extenuating circimistanoes
—such as whether the father was ill, working when the child was sched¬
uled to report to the clinic, or worked away from home, whether the agency
encouiaged or discouraged paternal participation, or whether the agency
welcomed parental Involvement—Hirere taken into account*
Since the writer's only concern was with father's involvement in his
child's treatment, cases wherein a pazent or adult was the patient, cases
where self-referred teenagers were seen without ai^ attempts to see the
parents, and cases of adoption study were automatically eliminated* This
process left a population of seventy-two out of the original eighty-seven*
Included in this population were three cases -■ w'hich gave non^onvincing
evidence that an effort had been made to Include fathers in the treatment
process* These cases were included in this study only after the staff
members who had worked with the patient and his parents agreed that they
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should be incladed^ because there was no indication that extenuating
circumstances prevented the fathers from participating and because in¬
stances are known wherein fathers participated when there was no direct
invitation* During the period from which the population was taken, it
was assumed that workers were asking that fathers participate in treat¬
ment*
Out of a population of seventy-two, a sajq>le of thirty-four cases was
drawn by selecting those cases which had been active six months or more,
a period of time deemed sufficient for paternal participation if the
fathers wished to participate* The study sample then cams to be what
was really the final population* There was nothing to suggest that these
thirty-four cases were in aiqr way atypical of the kinds of situations
generally found in this Center, and it was felt that this sample was,
except for including only Caucasians, probably representative of the
underlying clinic population of eligible subjects. The entire Cauca¬
sian population came about naturally as a result of the elimination pro¬
cess described above*
Data were extracted from the case records by means of a schedule*^
The number of interviews a father had in the clinic was counted and com¬
pared with total participation by both parents as a means of establishing
his frequency of contact* The writer recognized that such a measurement
did not reflect the degree of involvement, and was left to rely on the
interviewers* descriptive recordings to furnish the desired information*
^See Apperidix, Exhibit B*
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This In Itself was obviously a limitation since the clinic adheres to no
standard recording procedure and each interviewer is left to record at
his own discretion. However, the above mentioned measurement of involve¬
ment, limited as it is, seemed to be tlM most objective in that it would
allow for further analysis when it was considered whether the amount of
father participation was appropriate
All factors that were not used as suggested by the schedule have been
accounted for elsewhere*
Scope and Limitations
This study was made during the writer's field work placement at the
I
Guidance Center of Hillsboroi^h County, Tampa, Florida* All data were
collected by the writer in a five-month span, from September 10, I960
to February 10, 1961* Pertinent literature on paternal involvement in
their children's treatment is limited* Other limitations may be found
in the relatively small number of cases used, the fact that only the
mothers* descriptions were available for information on nonF»partici-
pating fathers, and -Uie exclusion of mothers' involvement in that the
fa^ly is considered an interacting unit in which each member Influences
the other
^Eloise Runion, op, cit,, p* 10*
2
Robert Brown, The Attitudes of Fathers of Schiaoprhenics towards
their Sons* (Unpublished master's thesis. School of Social Work, Atlanta
University, 1958), p* 32*
CHAPTER II
SETTINa OF THE STUDY
History of tha Agency
The Guidance Center of Hillsborough Counth is the direct descendent
of the Uarriage and Family Council which was organized by the National
Planned Parenthood Federation al(sig with similar Councils throughout the
country and which was locally incorporated on June 19U8#^ The Marriage
and Family Cotincil began early in 19U7 when a group of people who had worked
together on a maternal health senrice for o7er ten years suddenly found their
project taken over by the Health Department* Being equipped with a ready¬
made board and $U,000 in the treasury, this group began looking about for
scmie unmet community need* These were the post«erar years and everyone was
becoming alarmed about the high rate of divorce* Citing this as a possible
problem to be dealt with, the members of the board talked to psydiiatrists
and other doctors, ministers, businessmen, and social workers. They can¬
vassed other agencies so that there would be no dt^lication of services,
and finally arrived at the decision that in conjunction with the aims of
the National Planned Parenthood Federation, the best service to offer was
marriage counseling.^ So with a full-time secretary and a part-time clini¬
cal psychologist the Marriage and Family Council was reac^ for business.
^•The Guidance Center of Hillsborough County"~1958. A four-page
typed paper, p. 1*
2
"History of the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County"~1959* A
three*^age typed paper, p. 1*
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and was fortunate in having apace made available by the T. If* C. A* In
Its ’•Triangle” Building at 607 Twiggs Street,^ A short while later,
finding the aims and emphases different, the Council withdrew from the
National Organization and became independent, A great deal of help was
given by various civic organizations in this endeavor. Funds were sou^t
and obtained from those made available by the National Mental Health Act
O
and administered by the State Health Department,®’
In January, 19U9 the Hillsborough County Medical Society gave its en¬
dorsement to the Center and the following April the Junior League of Tampa
vo'bed as its major welfare project the enployment of a psychiatric social
4.
worker for the Center for a period of three years,^ Among other groups,
their help continued for several years. Then on Sep’tember 20, 19^0 the
Center was approved for membership in the Conmujiity Chest (noir United
Fund) and the need for annual drives for administrative coats was ended,^
Child Guidance was first considered in the summer of 19U8 at a meeting
called by a member of the School Attendance Department and attended by
representatives of Family Service, the Marriage and Family Council, and
the Health Department, It was agreed that a child guidance center was
^Annual Report of the Marriage and Fpiily Council of Hillsborough
County, Tampa, Florida, October, 19h7»iiB, p, 1,
2a "two-page typed paper giving brief history, staff and operations,
and case load of the Guidance Center, p, 1,
Annual Report of the Guidance Center of Hillsborough Co\mty, Tampa,
Florida, 19li9* p* 2, ^ ° ^
^Annual Report of the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County, Tampa,
Florida, 19^0, p.l.
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needed and would not di^licate angrthing in the conununity* In January of
I9U9 a full-time psychologist, a part-time psychiatrist who served as
director, and a full-time secretary operated, cn a five-day basis, this
mental health clinic which concentrated upon children needing services
not available elsewhere in the community#^ The agency retained its title
of Marriage and FaJnily Council until June 19U9* when in line with the
general trend of clinic nomenclature throughout the country, the name
was changed to the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County, and space was
made available in one of the Tampa Schools* Since it was the purpose to
become a full-fledged mental health clinic, guidance rather than the more
2
limiting title of child guidance was chosen to describe the clinic*
The clinic began early to stress its educational function* Other
than education to parents coming to the clinic, other efforts included
seminars fta* staff members, educational lectures to professional groups,
and popular presentations (films, lectures by staff members to classes
in pediatrics, nursing, general nursing, sociology, psychology, and social
work)* Distribution of brochures on the Guidance Center and newspaper
notices were also a part of this effort,^
As mentioned earlier, the first psychiatric social worker was hired
^•♦The Guidance Center of Hillsborough County’*~1958* A four-page
typed paper, p, 1*
'•IHLstory of the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County’’~19li9* A
typed page, p* 2,
3"^Annual Report of the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County* Tarana.
Florida, 19^1, p. 1.
in April, 19U9. Other additions slowly followed. Even so, the summer
of 19?3 saw an expansion and remodeling of the Center, Additional space
•was gran'ted by the Board of Public Instruction which made possible the
development of new office and storage space, testing and therapy rooms,
and a large conference room. Most of the building material was either
given or provided at a low cost by various organizations and businesses.
Some labor was dmated, and the schools pzwided men to do nearly all of
the painting. The total result was a bigger and better equipped clinic
However, this additi(»ial space fast became too small. With an increase
in staff made possible by money from the State Board Of Health and the
County Commissioner, it became necessary in 1956 to find new quarters,
and the decision was made for the Center to buy its own building. Hence
a house at h0$ East Ross kveme was purchased. While this house is being
paid for, the (fenter is fast outgrowing it,^ Staff has increased steadily,
services to the communi-ty have increased in quantity and variety, and sig¬
nificant strides have been made in establishing the Guidance Center as
one of the leading clinics in Florida, Plans for larger quarters, either
with several other agencies in one large building, or, if this fails, a
single building, are being made,^
^"Histoiy of the Guidance Center of Hillsborough County*—1959, A
three-page typed paper^ p, 2,
9 V^Ibld,
^Interview with Ann Fax, Chief Psychiatric Social Worker, January
16, 1961,
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The year of 195U marked a profound change in the progress of the
clinic* Staff turnover was rapid and at one point in lieu of the vanish¬
ing staff, the psychiatric social worker, Mrs* Ann Q* Fax, presently the
Chief Psychiatric Social Worker, took over as director pro tern of the Center,
Her co-workers were a psychiatric consultant and a part-time psychologist
on a temporary basis and borrowed from the St, Petersburg clinic,^ This
experience is now looked i^on as the end of the tumultous beginning of
the clinic and the beginning of a much better organized and professionally
sound agency*
Description of the Center
The Guidance Center is an all-purpose mental health clinic offering
psychological and psychiatric services to emotionally disturbed children
and their parents of Hillsborough County and neighboring counties which
do not have facilities of their own; consultative services with other
agencies; and mental health educational information. It functions to
diagnose and treat psychological disorders of parents and their children
needing such services, with greater emphasis being placed on children’s
problems,^ Until recent years, parents, adults, and children were accepted
as patients, but presently the child almost without exception is the pa¬
tient, All children enrolled in school or under sixteen are eligible for
help. Requirements are that parents must accompany tiieir children and
participate in therapy. Work with parents and children is dwie by menibers
^Ibid,, September 13, I960*
^Typed paper giving brief agency history, p, 1,
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of the clinic team, representing clinical psTchology, social work, and
psychiatry, who work together, pooling their knowledge and special skills.^
Work is divided roughly into three categories: diagnostic, short term
treatment (3 to 6 interviews), and long term treatment (3 months to a year
or more)*
The Guidance Center is one of fourteen mental health clinics in Florida
and about lUOO in the natlm, and is an active member of the American As¬
sociation of Psychiatric Clinics for Children, a position held by mly
one other Florida clinic* It is governed by a Board of Directors repre¬
senting business oi^aniaations, churches, schools, Parent-Teacher Asso¬
ciations, the Health Department, welfare agencies. Junior League of Tampa,
Chapter of the National Council of Jewish Women, and the Junior Women’s
Clrb* The Board administers the funds to support the Center and worls
with the staff in planning foe the development of services*^ Although
it works closely with many public and private agencies, the Guidance
Center is not a pairt of any city, or state board* Instead, it is com¬
munity-sponsored, and obtains its support l^om many sources such as the
United Fund, Board of Public Instiruction, County Welfare Board, County
of Hillsborough, local civic groups, state and federal funds, (ov^er one-
half), and in a small measure, frcM fees charged to those who can afford
to pay* Fees vary according to the income and size of family; that is,
they are chained on a sliding basis, ranging from $0 to $25*00* Efewever,




the Guidance Center is open to ar^r citizen who needs its services, regard¬
less of financial ability.
Referral sources to the Center include the Pupil Personnel division
of the school system, juvenile court, medical doctors, self, other agencies,
and interested friends. One-half day per week is devoted entirely to juve¬
nile court referrals. At that time psychological and psychiatric evalua¬
tions are done and recommendations are made to the court as to placement
and treatment. Similar work is done with referrals from pupil personnel.
The stated purposes of the Guidance Center are:
(1) to stress preventive measures in modem mental
health programs; (2) to help individuals in the com¬
munity achieve emotional maturity and community ef¬
fectiveness; (3) to stress prime ingjortance of early
detection and treatment of psychological maladjust¬
ment in the child and also the role of family rela¬
tionships in the causation of such maladjustments;
(U) to provide counseling (therapy) for children,
parents, and prospective parents (last two no longer
true); (5) to cooperate with all agencies having
corollary or parallel aims so that resources of the
Guidance Center will be used to utmost benefit of
the community; and (6) to prove that a successful
program of this nature is best realized when it re¬
sults from efforts of private citizens asid social or¬
ganizations representing the community itself,^
Clinical Program
To receive an appointment, the parents simply write a letter to the
Center, briefly eaplaining the nature of the problem or why they wish
help. They are sent a reply stating that their letter was received, and
an appointment is scheduled as soon as possible on a first-letter-first-
served basis. Exceptions are more serious sounding letters, juvenile
^"The Guidance Center of Hillsborough Coxuity"—19^8, p, 3,
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court referrals, and referrals from another agency if writing would be
a burden for the prospective client who may in some way be limited or
temporarily incapacitated. Asking parents to write a letter is wie wsy
of weeding out those who are not really interested In the clinic’s serv¬
ices and probably would not cooperate to their fullest capacities.
The first appointment is with a psychiatric social worker to whom
parents give information about what the problem seems to be, when the
difficulties began, how the parents feel about them, and other pertinent
facts. The social worker sees the parents one or more time, contingent
upon how much information he or she is able to get in the first inter¬
view, Based on their satisfaction with what the soc^l workers tells them
about the clinic, the parents are free to continue and later bring their
child, or they may terminate their contacts following the initial inter¬
view unless they were referred by juvenile court. Routinely the next
step is psychological testing of the child, unless a recent test has
been done elsewhere, by the psychologist, or psychiatric evaluation by
the psychiatrist, dependent upon the social worker’s Initial impression
of the child as described by the parents. Parents, too, may be evaluated
by the psychiatrist if the social worker questions their emotional stability*
Staffing of the eases in a weekly conference, utilising the con5)osite
inforeation gathered by the team members, helps to decide whether or not
the child’s problem falls within the province of the agency’s program. If
the problem does not come within the agency’s functions, the parents are
referred to the appropriate facility if such exists. On the other hand,
if it is agreed that this agency can help this family, any member of the
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clinic team may see parents or child on a therapeutic basis* (The term
therapy is used generally to cover any team member's work with persons
seen.)
Other than being responsible for obtaining the social and develc^-
mental history in intake, the social worker also counsels with parents
as well as their children. In addition to the clinical psycholc^ist's
functioning in diagnostic testing, measurement of intelligence, and per¬
sonality evaluation, he or she is also responsible for therapy with chil¬
dren and/or parents. The psychiatrist functions as staff consultant and
siqjervisor to the staff, performer of neurological and psychiatric ex¬
amination of patients, and patients or parents rdiom the social worker or
psychologist sees as being very disturbed.
Because of limitation of personnel and time, the Center is unable to
accept for therspy patients with the most serious problems. With children,
treatment is often in the form of play therapy where the acting out of
emoticKis and feelings in a situation that is familiar to the children
makes for release and understanding. With parents, t}^ treatment is usu¬
ally in the form of an interview, or counsel-sessions, in which parents
are helped to talk out and understand some of the unconscious motlvatlon
for their behavior as well as that of their children.
Since Becenber I960, in an effort to reduce its long waiting list,
the Center has been operating on a modified version of an e^qperiment dis¬
cussed by Anita Gilbert,^ an instructor in Pediatrics and Psychiatry at
l^An Experiment in Brief Treatment of Parents," Social Work, 7
(October, I960), pp, 91-97*
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Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Children's Psychiatric
Services* Unlike the double blind study described by Gilbert— the
use of tranquilizing drugs plus supportive psychotherapy—this Center's
program Involves,
A sertes of five interviews at predetermined inter¬
vals (in which the child and his parents are seen, re¬
spectively, by ary and separate members of the three dis¬
ciplines exercised here)* The interview (is) exploratory,
explanatory, and evaluative* In the hour to hour and a
half allowed, hlstoiy of the family, and quick diagnosis
(are) included*^
Following the initial interview, one-hour appointments are giv«a,
one week, three weeks, seven weeks, and eleven weeks later* Thus, the
whole procedure takes eleven weeks Snd a total of five interviews* At
some point, usually between the second and third interviews, the two
therapists working on a particular case get together and decide if the
experiment should be conpleted, terminated, or whether the patient and
his parents should be taken on a weekly therapeutic basis* At the time
of this writing, no two therapists had completed the interview of the
eleventh week* Hence, no results for this study are available*
Another phase of the clinic program is a monthly seminar, A topic for
discussion is chosen beforehand in order that each staff member can ready
himself in preparation for the meeting* In these sessions the most com¬
mon procedure is discussion of some article of inportance to the group as
a whole* Case lllustratims and experiences are drawn upon to make these
discussions more meaningful* The purposes of these seminars are to educate
Ibid*, p* 91*
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the staff on newer and more effective ways of handling case sltuatlonsj
to stimulate reading from outside sources^ and to share the information
so obtained*
The latest statistical report showed that from January 1, i960 through
December 31> I960, 37lli office interviews were done, I8U8 with patients
and 1866 with others about patients. There were 607 new admissions, and
162 cases were canried over from the preceding year. During the period,
approximately hh$ cases were terminated. The preponderance of patients
were under 18,^
Staff is composed of six professional persons and three full-time
office persons. In addition to Dr, Rockwell, the part-time medical di¬
rector, are Maria J, Isch, Ph,D,, Chief Clinical Psychologist} Vahak
Gadarian, Ph,D,, Clinical Psychologist; Ann Q, Fox, MSff, Chief Psychia¬
tric Social WOTher; and Elizabeth Gilboy, MSff, and Arthur Chestnut^ lOT,
Psychiatric Social Workers,
Training I^ogram
In 1956 the Guidance Center was approved for a psychologist interne,
but no person has ever worked in that capacity. In the spring of i960
the Center agreed to accept in the fall of the same year a social work
student from the Atlanta University School of Social Work to do block
field work. Thus the writer became the first student representing either
of the three disciplines to interne at the Guidance Center, The student
program, in addition to therapy and counseling with patients and their
^Statistical Report for i960.
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parents, includes attendance at staff meetings, trips to other agencies
and meetings in the broad field of social welfare, NASTT participation,
participation in in-service training programs, and weekly conferences
with the psychiatrist in addition to bi-weekly conferences with the super¬
visor*
The Clinic has been so busy trying to survive that no research pro¬
ject has been done or is under way*
CmPTER in
CHARACTERISTICS CF THE STUDY SAMPLE
General Description
This chapter will present characteristics of the study 8an5>le as
well as discussions of the findings* Included in this stud(jr were thirty-
four fathers of patients seen at the Guidance Center during 1959»
A study of the records showed that all of thefethers, with the ex¬
ceptions of one in Pasco and one in Hernando, resided in Hillsborough
Coun-ty* The fathers* ages ranged,froni twenty-seven to seventy years,
the median being forty-seven years* Educationally, the fathers ranged
from completion of the fourth grade to college graduation* No one
went beyond the undergraduate level* Eight, went to college, but only
two earned degrees* Fifteen completed high school, and nine did not get
a high school education* The above figures do not Include two fathers
for whom data were lacking* For discussion purposes the following
breakdown was madei 5th grade and under (one father), 6-9th grade (U),
10-12th grade (17), twelfth grade plus training other than college (2),
and one, two, three, and four years levels of college training (8)*
The occt^atlons of the fathers ran the gamut from professionals to
the service aspects of en^loynent*^ Represented in this groi:^ were three
mans^ers, three managing engineers, three salesmen, three carpenters, three
mechanics, two supervisors, two mrvicemen, two sales clerks, two machine
^^e Appendix, Exhibit C for levels of kinds of occt^aticns*
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operators, two welders, and one each of the following: X-rsgr technician,
booMceeper, minister, musician, policeman, barber, repairman, school bus
driver, factory worker and bartender*
The study sample also included 22 Protestants, 6 Catholics, 2 Jewish
fathers, and h fathers for whom no religious affiliations were given* Al¬
though no attempt was made to choose cases toward this end, all fathers
were Caucasians* With the exception of two adopted children, all other
patients were the natural children of the fathers studied* Size of fami¬
lies ranged from oily children to as many as seven other siblings* Only
two of the fathers had been married more than one time, and both were the
natural fathers of the patients seen at the clinic*
Presenting problems were classed into three categories—problems
associated with school, problems of relatlcsiship, and emotional dls-
twbances*^ Referral source included, self, school, medical doctors,
Juvenile couirt, and other agencies* Three categories, fathers' attitudes
toward the patients, frequency of agency contact, and involvement, will be
discussed in relation to such factors as referral aonrce. Intake partici¬
pants, age, education, religion, sex of therapist, etc* Each of the IJiree
categories will be explained in separate sections*
Fathers* Attitudes Toward Patients
That an individual's attitudes and behavior throughout life are
markedly influenced by his early experiences is an accepted fact, and
the importance of the parent-child relationship cannot be overetressed*^
^For classificatim of problems, see Appendix, Exhibit B*
^E* B* Hurlock, Developmental Psychology (New York, 1953)* p* 91-92*
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In this connection, fathers’ attitudes toward their children have herein
been examined* The writer’s original aim was to examine fathers’ atti¬
tudes toward patients at the termination of treatment as well as fathers’
attitudes prior to agency contact* However, because of the many cases
falling into the "no change recorded* category in the "at termination of
clinic contact" class, no significant results could be obtained* Thus
throughout the remainder of this project, descriptions of father atti¬
tudes refer to those prevalent prior to agency contact* Attitudes as
used here refer to "a continuing predisposition to react with a charac¬
teristic feeling or manner*"^
The writer’s inability to find enough literature describing categories
of attitudes which would be useful for a stucfy^ of this type led to an evo¬
lution of categories based on data collected from the stu^ sample, but
related to some classification (s) described in the literature* This
method Obviously imposes limitations but was used for lack of a better
classification* Fathers were seen to fall Into two general categories:
affectionate, including a loving, wholeheartedly favorable and warm, as
well as the firm but considerate, relationship^^ and rejection, enccmi-
passing the overprotective, strict, abusive, overtly hostile, and the
disinterested*^
In the cases of the non-participating fathers it was necessary to rely
^Arthur P* Koyes and Lamrence C* Kolb, Uodem Clinical Psychiatry
(Philadelphia, 1958), p* 121*
2
E* Hvirlock, op* eit*, p* 92*
^Louis E* Thorpe ai^ Barney Katz, Psychology of Abnormal Behavior
(New York, 19U8), p. 97.
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on descriptions of their attitudes provided by their wives.
Referral source,—In relating fathers* attitudes to the various re¬
ferral sources, it was noted that regardless of referral source, one-half
or slightly more of the fathers were seen as affectionate. An exception
was for the Juvenile court referrals where three of the five fathers were
classed as rejectors. Thus it was seen that Juvenile-court-referred fa¬
thers exhibited less favorable attitudes toward their children than fa¬
thers referred by other soxxrces.
It was also seen that Juvenlle-cp\irt-referred cases ranked higher
proportionately in the non-participating group than did those of other
referral sources. On the basis of this, one mi^t e:qpect to find that
the fathers in the Juvenile-court-referred cases were among the non¬
participating element and would tend to exhibit more negative attitudes
toward their children. However, this was hot borne out. Only one case
fell within the rejecting group. The other rejectors were Juvenile-court-
referred fathers seen at the clinic. Also included in the non-partici¬
pating group were three school-referred cases, cme affectionate and two
rejecting; and one medical-doctor-referrcd father.
The combined attitudes of the fathers from all refezral sources sup¬
port the idea that of the fathers seen at the clinic, Juvenile-court-re¬
ferred fathers enjoyed the least favorable relationships with their chil¬
dren, However, when non-participating fathers from all .sources were com¬
pared, Juvenile-court-referred fathers followed the same pattern as the
other referral sources.
Intake participaits,—When intake participants were studied on the
basis of the fathers* attitudes toward the patients, it was found that
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the only two fathers seen alone in intake were rejectors* This rejecting
attitude suggested that no positive correlation existed between rejection
of the child and rejection of clinic services, yet no definite conclusion
can be drawn because of the small number of such eases* In the twenty-
two cases where mothers were seen alone, the fathers were equally dis¬
tributed between the affectionate and rejecting groups* In this gror^ of
twenty-two were the nine fathers, four affectionate and five rejecting,
who failed to participate in treatment* On the basis of the non-partici¬
pating group figures, only a slight difference existed between accepting
and non-accepting attitudes toward their children* However, ovet* one-half
of the participating fathers in cases where mothers were seen alone in
intake were represented in the affectimate categoiy, seemingly an indi¬
cation that although fathers allowed their wives to venture forth alone
Initially, tl»y were interested enough to involve themselves later*
Nine affectionate and one rejecting father made \jp the group in which
both parents were seen in intake* It is obvious that a much more jjositive
relationship existed between fathers and patients* It appears logical to
assume that these were fathers who were in close contact with their fami¬
lies and had not relegated their authoritative positions to their wives*^
The three categories of intake participants taken as a whole point up
quite vividly the potential for more serious paternal involvement, based
on fathers* attitudes before agenqy contact, in instances where both pa¬
rents are seen in Intake*
■Sjverett S* Ostrovsky, Father to the Child (New York, 1959), p* 6,
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Age«~-Of significance here was the fact that the five fathers in the
combined ranges 2^-29 and 30-3U were classified as affecticaiate in con¬
trast to a greater tendency for older fathers to be more rejecting. From
ages 35 to the fathers were evenly distributed or numbered one or two
more in the affectionate than in the rejecting group, Htowever, both
fathers over 60 were rejecting. The assumption made was that the younger
the father, the more positive his attitude was towards his child.
The nine non-participants included both the oldest (70 years) and
the youngest (27 years) fathers represented in the study sample. Omit¬
ting these extremes, the non-participants ranged from Itl through ^2 years
of age (the U0-$U age groups). Five of the above were felt to be reject¬
ing, with the other four being affectionate. No pattern was observed in
this group when ages were related to attitudes.
Education,—In the entire range from the fourth grade to college gradu¬
ates, the 6-9 grade range with three rejecting fathers and tte 10-12 grade
range with five rejecting fathers were the only rejecting ones under the
college level. The remaining ranges, 5th grade and below and 12th grade
plus training other than college, had only affectionate fathers. However,
since the 6-9 and 10-12 grade raises contained eighty-five per cent of the
total sample under the college level, any conclusion drawn probably would
not be a fair me. There was only one rejecting father in a total of
seven who pursued any college training. Two fathers* scholastic attain¬
ments were not available. On the basis of the above, it seems that the
more hi^ly educated fathers viewed their children in a more positive
light than non^Ksollege trained fathers.
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Seven non-participating fathers* educational status ranged from com¬
pletion of ninth grade through ttiree years of college, and thus deviates
from tl» pattern established by all of the fathers taken together. In¬
cluded in this group were the five rejecting fathers: two for whran no
educational information was given, one who completed the ninth grade, and
two who coD^leted twelfth grade.
Religion,—Mo significant trend was noted when attitudes were obseived
r
on the religious basis. At least fifty per cent, and in some cases more,
of the Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish fathers as well as the "unknoirns,"
cases for idiich data were lacking, weie represented in the affectionate
category. More specifically, thirteen of the twenty-two Protestants, three
of the six Catholics, both Jews, and two unknowns were thought to be af¬
fectionate, leaving the remaining two unknowns to fall wibhin the reject¬
ing group. These latter mentioned two unknowns and three Protestants were
the rejectors in the non-participating group.
Frequency of Contact
Although mere physical contact with an agen<y’ is no real indication
of htwr one feels about a relationship, this lype of activity is the first
important step in getting parents to beccme involved in the welfare of
their family, and more especially their child or children. Fathers in
this study have been viewed in such a light. The various factors, re¬
ferral source, etc,, have been correlated with frequency of contact, but
in many instances only the significant points were developed and discussed.
In order to get the most accurate picture possible, using the process
of elimination, the writer arrived at the decision to establish categories
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■with intervals of 2^ per cent. Categories used were* non-participants,
1-25 per cent, 26-50 per cent, 51-75 per cent, and 76-100 per cent. The
number of appointments a father kept at the clinic was counted and di¬
vided by the total number of appointments kept by both parents as a means
of establishing his frequency of contact.
Referral source,—Referral sources included fif-teen school, eight
self, five each of juvenile court and medical doctor, and one agency.
School and self-referrals were the only groups having any 100 per cent
participating fathers, but it must be remembered that they were the larg¬
est groups. With the exception of one juvenile-court-referred father,
the medical doctor, agency, and remaining juvenile-court-referred fathers
were seen less than $0 per cent of the possible number of times. As a
matter of fact, 8U per cent of all participants from all referral sources
fell within and below the 26-50 per cent interval. Thus it was seen that
the frequency of participation as measured by the actual pajrticipants did
not differ according to referral source. Of the non-participating ele¬
ment, referral source, especially juvenile court, apparently did make a
difference. Sixty-six per cent of the juvenile-court-referred fathers,
as compared with 25 per cent or less of the fathers referred from other
sources, were non-participants. The wri-ter surmised that the fatters may
ha've resisted participation inasmuch as ju'venile court referrals bear
somewhat of an authoritative label.
Intake participants.—Of the thirty-four cases used in this study,
intake participants included fathers in 'two instances, mothers in twenty-
two, and both parents in ten. In the only two cases where lone fathers
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reported for the initial interview, both fell under the $0 per cent parti¬
cipation mark, Wten the participating fathers in the thirteen cases where¬
in lone mothers were seen in intake were examined, it was found that only
one father reported to the clinic for more than 50 per cent of the possible
contacts.
In cases where both parents were seen in Intake, almost a third —
the only fathers so represented — fell into the 76-100 per cent partici¬
pation group and another one-half within the 2^-50 per cent group. Contrast
this to the cases where mothers were seen in intake and over one-half of
the fathers came within the 1-25 per cent group, Che reason for a higher
percentage of participation when both parents reported for intake was
thought to be a clarification of the functions of the clinic and subse¬
quent interest in what the clinic could or could not do to help the pa¬
tient in functioning more adequately,^
The remaining nine fathers where lone mothers were seen in intake
were non-participants.
Beliglon,—Participation by religion followed no identifiable pattern.
Four fathers for whom data on religious denomination were lacking made
even smaller the sample under observation. The two Jewish fathers fell
below 50 per cent mark. When Protestants (22) and Catholics (6) were
compared. Catholics had more participants in the 76-100 per cent group.
One-third of the Catholics and nine per cent of the Protestants were above
the 50 per cent frequency interval. Catholics also had less non-partici¬
pants (1) when compared with the Protestants who had six. Because of the
^Runion, op, cit,, p, 18.
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smallness of the Catholic group, any conclusion here is implied rather
than real.
Age,—^Both the oldest and youngest fathers were non-participants.
The other non-participants ranged from forty to fifty-four years of age,
and represented the largest group in this age range when the various
frequency intervals were compared. Interestingly enough, this forty-
ftfty-four age group also had the only fathers above the 50 per cent parti¬
cipation mark. This cannot be attributed just to numbers since both the
30-3U and 35-39 age groups had as many as or more participating fathers
than were included in the 1|.5-U9 and 50-5U age groups. Significant here
is the fact that the patients ranged in age from early latency to middle
adolescence.
The explanation for the above pattern of highest percentages of non¬
participation as well as actual participation in the U0-5U year group
may be seen in what Hurlock has to say bn family relaticaiships. In a
step-by-step presentation of childhood development, she speaks to the
early negative changes in parental attitudes toward the child in early
childhood^ but sees re-emerging positive changes as the adolescent years
progress,2
Education,—In the group of participating fathers, all educational
levels, except the one year college level, had at least one representa¬
tive in the 26-50 per cent participation interval — 5th and under had
one; 6-9th, one; 10-12th, five; 12th plus training other than college,
^Hurlock, op, cit,, p, 130,
2rbid,, p, 300,
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two; and second, third, and fourth year college levels each had one.
In the 1-25 per cent participation group only’the 10-12th grade level
with six fathers and the first, second, and fotirtli year college levels
with one father each were represented. Participating fathers vho ex¬
ceeded 50 per cent in frequency of participation fell two within the
6-9th grade group, and one each within the 10-12th grade group and on
the three year college level. The fact that most of the fathers fell
within the 26-50 per cent frequency interval and had representatives
fr<»ii all levds, exce^ one, suggested no outstanding part i^yed by
education in a father's pairtieipatlon in treatment.
Non-participants fell one in the 6-9« five in the 10-12 grade groups,
and one tdio had three years of college training. Concentration of non-
participants in the 10-12 grade groi^ is no different from concentration
in the same group for participants. Educational data for two fathers were
ladcing.
Sex of therapist.—^Except for a very sll^t difference, falser partici¬
pation based on sex of the therapist was the same. Hale therapists saw
one less father than female therapists did in the 1-25 per e«it interval,
the same nuDd}er as female therapists in the 26-50 per cent interval, and
one more than female tiieraplsts in the 76-100 per cent interval. The one
instance in idiich father was seen by both sexes was placed in the 51**75
per cent interval, but holds no meaning as it was a lone representation.
The above then does not support the assunqition that fathers feel more
c(»ifortable with male therapists than with female therapists, and thus
would contact Uie clinic with more regularity during the coxarse of their
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child's treatment*
Attitxides toward patients*—The largest number of rejecting fathers
(5) were among the nine non-participants* In the 1-25 per cent^ 26-50
per cent^ and 76-100 per cent participating groups, the affectionates
nvmbered two times as manj as the rejectors. Only one father, a rejector,
fell within the 51-76 per cent group* The conclusion drawn, based on this
limited study, is that there is no positive correlation between a father's
attitude towards his child and his frequency of participation in treatment,
other than in eases tdiere there was an absence of participation*
Fathers' Involvement in Treatment
An effort was made in this section to determine how certain factors
related to the fathers' involvement, assumimg that this would reveal some
dues as to iidiy the participating fathers varied in their responses* Again,
it was necessary for the writer to evolve categories to describe the verbal
responses of the various fathers* Chosen were two general categoriest ap¬
propriately responsive and inappropriately responsive* Appropriately re¬
sponsive included those idierein the father not only was agreeable to what
he and the therapist discussed in relation to the (^ild, but also was able
to objectively view the situation at hand and verbalize his feelings, criti¬
cizing if necessary; the type of Involvement where he could tolerate focus
on himself other than at times idien it was introduced through the point of ,
his interest in the child*^ In other words, his response was deemed ap¬
propriate when it fitted the situation at hand* The second category covers
'*■0* S* English and Gerald H. J. Pearson. Baotional Problms of living
(New York, 1945), p* 53.
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those fathers who were evasive, insincere, defensive, and ambivalent*
The writer recognized that ambivalence could fit into either category,!'
but has totally confined it to the above#
The nine fathers who absented themselves from participation are not
included in this discussion, that is, in reference to all the variables
discussed in this section# Of the nine fathers, all were aware of the
fact that their children were being seen at the clinic* Other than in¬
direct contact with the fathers throu^ their wives, little or no effort
was made to contact the fathers* In three cases there was no mention of
why fathers did not come in# Interest and curiosity were expressed by
one father from the initial contact and be, along with another, approved
of his wife’s contacts, but declined to report himself* One fatter ex¬
plained his refusal to co-operate by saying that he saw treatment as being
a lot of foolishness# Another father opposed psychiatric aid, showing
disapproval by refusing to pay the fee# The most distant view, however,
was taken by the father who labeled his child dumb, mentally retarded,
expressed the idea that nothing could be doae for her, and suggested that
treatment be tenninated# The remaining father viewed his child as being
a genius and felt that the boy should be eccentric#
Referral source#—Included herein were eleven school, seven self, two
juvenile court, four medical doctor, and one agency-referred fatter# The
largest referral soiurce, the school, had cme more inappropriately responsive
father than appropriately responsive# Problems associated with school are
^# Glickman, Child Placement (New York, 1957)* p* 36l*
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said to be '•an indication of breakdown in guidance or other problems in
the home,"^ The marked frequency of multiple problems in most of these
(10 out of 13) seemed to lend support to the above, making it applicable
here. It must not be overlooked, however, that the school is a major
referral source to the Center and thus should be expected to make a larger
number of referrals than some other sources.
The one agency-referred and three of tl» four medical-doctor-referred
fathers were appropriately responsive. The two juvenile court referrals
were thought to be inappropriately responsive. The seven self-referrals,
with only two out of the seven being classed as inappropriately respon¬
sive, had the lowest percentage of fatheirs in the inappropriately respon¬
sive group* When ccmipared with other referral sources the favorable po¬
sitions of self, medical doctor, and agency referred fathers seemed to
support the idea, alluded to elsewhere, that the absence of threat in
sources of referral results in more propitious father involvement*
Intake participants*—Out of the twenly-five cases in which fathers
participated, lone fathers in two instances, lo^e mothers in thirteen,
and both parents in ten, came as intake participants.. The two lone fa¬
thers respcmded unfavorably in treatment* Of the thirteen cases in which
lone mothers were seen, seven fathers were thought to respond inappro¬
priately, In only three of the ten cases in which both parents were seen
were fathers considered inappropriately responsive. The point need hardly
be labored that the more favorable reacticxis were evident in the cases
^State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Child Accounting and
School Attendance* Publication no, 333, Raleigh, llorth Carolina, p,T9-30,
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wherein both parents were present for the Intatca interview* The rela¬
tive absence of fathers from intake seemed to support the findings dis¬
cussed in the theoretical review (Chapter I) that perhaps the father
does not understand his role in toda7*8 family*
Age*—Except for the one father in the 60-6U age group, all inappro¬
priately responsive fathers were found in the 30-3U, 35-39* and Uo-Ui age
groups* More inappropriate than appropriate respcmses were found in the
35-39 and UO-UU ^e groups* No father was represented in the 55-59 age
group* The 25-29 group was not represented as the father falling here
was a non-participant* Thus the fathers ranging in age frcan U5 through
5U stood aside from the other age groups as all fell within the appro¬
priately responsive category*
Education*—College-trained fathers shewed a trend not unlike fathers
whose educational achievements ranged from, sixth through twelfth grade*
One of the college graduates, one of the fathers with two years, and one
father with me year of college training were classed as inappropriately
responsive* Of the three fathers in the 6-9 and seven of the twelve fa¬
thers in the 10-12 grade groups were also inappropriately responsive.
The one father in the fifth and belcw group, the two in the twelfth grade
plus training other than college, and the two fathers who ccm^jleted three
years of college represented the only groups wherein no fathers were classed
as being inappropriately responsive* Thus as supported by this study, no
pattern emerged on the basis of involvement exhibited by fathers of dif¬
ferent educational levels*
Religion*—^Veiy little difference, if any, existed between appropri¬
ate and inappropriate responses for each of the various religious affili-
ants* Represented in the inappropriately responsive category were seven
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Protestants, two Catholics, one Jew, and one father from the "unlmown"
religious group* Contrast this with nine Protestants, three Catholics,
I
one Jew, and one father whose religious affiliation was unknown* That
no particular religim when conqpared with others played a part in involve¬
ment was the assumption made*
Sex of therapist*—Fathers were seen either by a male, a female, or
both* In the one case in which a father was seen by both sexes he was
inappropriately respaisive. For cases wherein males on the one hand and
females on the other saw fathers, the numbers were identical in each cate¬
gory* That is, for each there were seven appropriately and five in¬
appropriately responsive fathers. The idea that a difference in involve¬
ment is observed based on the sex of the therapist has no basis in fact
according to this study*
Frequency of contact*—Verbal involvement seemed somewhat related to
the frequency with which fathers reported to the clinic. An exception
was the one inappropriately responsive father in the 51-75 per cent fre¬
quency interval* In the 1-25 per cent participation group six of the
nine fathers responded inappropriately, but in the 26-50 per cent inter¬
val only four of the twelve responded in like fashion. All three of the
fathers who participated from 76-100 per cent of the time were felt to
be appropriately responsive*
Attitudes tcward patients*—For the twenty-five fathers for whom data
were available, twelve who responded approprtately were affectionate while
two were rejecting* The inappropriately responsive group included four
affectionates and seven rejectors* Thus it was seen that most of the
fathers who enjoyed positive relationships with their children were able
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to become more effectively Iftvolved in the treatment process of their
children.
Discussions of the Findings
This “was an exploratory study attempting to obtain from casework
practice through the use of case records any information available about
selected factors which were thought to be contributory to the varying de¬
grees of father involvement in his child's treatment* In the discussion
that follows an attempt has been made to examine each variable in refer¬
ence to the three major categories — attitudes toward patients, fre¬
quency of contact, and involvement — as a unit* This was done in an
effort to point up especially those variables, if any, which manifested
different or* similar patterns in one, two, or all three of the categories*
Referral source*—The most noticeable trend tere was seen in juvenile
court referrals. In all three categories these referrals were charac¬
terized by some negative quality* That is, when the study sanple as a
whole was analyzed, juvenile court referrals represented proportionately
more negative attitudes towards patients, the highest non-participating
group, and the grovq) having all inappropriately respraisive fathers* Also,
throughout the categories self referrals ranked highest or as high as the
next referral source in regard to positive results* By far a greater pe3>*
centage of these fathers were appropriately responsive in involvement;
more than half enjoyed positive relationships with their children; and
in proportion to other sources had as margr fathers in the high partici¬
pation frequency interval* This pattern also held true for medical doctor
referrals. Negatives for school referrals were evident in involvement*
Intakea measure of attitudes and of involvement the responses
of the fathers seen alone in intake vrere classified as negative, but in
cases where mothers alone were seen, fathers were evenly distributed be¬
tween negative and positive in attitudes and involvement. Instances where
both parents were seen conspicuously differed* Positive results were al¬
ways found to be dominant in such instances, a ccnfirmation of this writer's
research findings with respect to the importance of having both parents
participate in their child's development.
Age.—A somewhat different pattern emerged for each of the categories
based on age. Non-paiticipants as well as those vdio participated most
frequently fell into the U0-5U age groups. More positive attitudes were
eachibited in the 25-3U age groups, whereas involvement was greater in the
groups. Thus frequently of participation and degree of involveonat
coincided when the age groups represented here are compared.
Educatim.—Taking Idie sample as a idiole, no pattem evolved. But
on the attitudinal measurement, college trained fathers viewed their
children in the most positive light, but gave a less consistent or dis¬
torted picture in the other areas. The 10-12 grade group contained the
most rejecting and more inappropriately responsive fathers. Highest par¬
ticipation was centered in the 6-9 grade range *
Religion.—The large group of Protestants overshadowed the other re¬
ligious elements in terms of number. These fathers were among the highest
participants and had more favorable respaises than it had unfatrorable.
However, when proportionately ccapared with the Catholics, pretty much
the same picture was seen with the exception of frequency of contact
where Catholics excelled. Neither of the two Jewish fathers was a
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non-participant, both were affectionate, but me was inappropriately in¬
volved in treatment#
Sex of therapist#—In both the attitude and involvement categories,
fathers seen were equally divided on the basis of the sex of the therapist
seeing them.
Attitudes toward patients.—The pattern observed here for frequency
of participation was me In which the lower participatim groups for bpth
affectimate and rejecting groups cmtained the smaller number of fathers.
Out of four fathers above the 50 per cent frequency mark, two were placed
in each of the above groiqps# The pattern for involvement shewed that not
all fathers who were affectionate towards their children respmded appro¬
priately,, and vise versa# However, the higher percentage of affectionate
fathers fell into the ajjprqpriately respmsive group as the higher per¬
centage of inappropriately respmsive fathers came within the rejecting
group# The cmclusim drawn is that a father's attitudes towards his
child is necessarily tied in with his subsequent involvement in treatment#
Frequency of cmtact#*-^ghen involvement and frequency of contact were
correlated, the result was twice as many inappropriately responsive fa¬
thers in the 1-25 per cent frequency interval# But in the 26-50 per cent
frequency interval two times as many appropriately responsive fathers were
t
found# With the exception of me inappropriately responsive father in the
51-75 per cent group, the remaining fathers were appropriately respmsive
and included in the 76-100 per cent interval# The above indicates that
the more ax^proprlately responsive fathers frequented the clinic more often
than the inappropriately respmsive ones.
If the mothers* descriptims of the fathers* attitudes toward the
U2
patients in cases where fathers did not participate can be accepted, fa¬
thers in treatment had somewhat more of a positive relationship with their
children, as contrasted with the rejecting relatiaiship of the fathers hot
in treatment* While some of the fathers in the participating group resisted
treatment to some extent, none shared the extreme views of scane of the ear¬
lier mentioned non-participating fathers. Unfortunately, these descriptions
of the non-participating fathers came from their wives, and it has been
shewn that some mothers tend to describe the father-child relationship in
more negative terms than did fathe re,when such were seen*^
Incomplete data on such factors as parent(s) who ?rrote the letter
of application and parent(s) to whom reply vent (only 12 of the 3b cases
used contained the desired infoimatirai), meant ruling these out as sup-
plyii^ tiseful information*
Of significance in this study was that when the father applied for
service, by mail or in person, the mother was included in treatment. How¬
ever, this was not true for all the fathers where mothers applied.^ More
specifically , it was found that out of the twentywfive participating
fathers, the therapist asked for an arrangement in six of these wherein
mothers were to be seen on a continued basis and little or no effort was
made to have the father come in at regular intervals, not even as a means
of keeping abreast of his child*s progress as seen by the child’s therapist.
There was a definite indication in some entries that the mother was very
Goldman, op. cit.. p, 32.
2
Runion, op. clt., p. 2b.
much distuxhed and needed help much more than the father, but there were
also cases wherein some acknowledgement was aiade of the father's emotional
state as being questionable and nothing was attempted for him* The pre-
sun^tion that workers were putting forth efforts to involve fathers in
treatment during the life of these case records were not, based on the
findings of this studt7, borne out in fact#
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SUMMARY AND CCNCLUSICNS
The writer's motivation for undertaking a study of this kind stemmed
from a seeming lack of information and eii5)hasia in the area of father in¬
volvement in his child's treatment in social service programs. It is gen¬
erally accepted that in order to implement dxange in one person while
workir^ toward better social functioxing, a corresponding diange must be
effected in those with whom he has continued contact, Di the case of
children, a clear understanding of their behavior is increased by giving
due consideration to the father's As well as the mother's role in the
family,^
The case study method was chosen to determine father involvement, and
it was found that of the thirty-four eases in the sample, nine fathers
were not seen in the clinic, twenty-one were seen in less than $0 per cent
of the possible contacts, while only four were seen in more than $0 per
cent of the possible contacts. The stuc^ revealed that nine patients
came as self-refeirrals. School made lU, while doctors (5)* juvenile court
(5), and an agency (1) made referrals in eleven instances.
After the collection of data had been cranpleted, certain categories
evolved which were felt to be the most important in a stu(fy of this na¬
ture, As a first step, an attempt was made to coiTelate these categories •
fathers' attitudes toward the patients before and after agency contact,
frequency of contact, and fathers' involvement in treatment as measured
Robert Brown, op, cit,, p, 37*
on three le-vels-Teital, attitudinal, and change* Comtpllcatiais around
so many fathers' reactions falling into the »no change" categoiy with
respect to attitudes toirard the patients at termination of treatment
and fathers' involvement on the attitudinal and change levels meant
a remodification of method. Thus fathers' attitudes tarard the patients
prior to agency contact, fathers' verbal involvement in treatment, and
frequency of contact, correlated with such factors as referral source,
intake participants, age, education, religious affiliation, and sex of
the therapist who saw the father were the variables studied.
In comparison with other referral sources, Juvenile-court-referred
fathers, generally displayed more negative attitudes toward their children.
Involved themselves less in treatment, and reported to the clinic the least
number of times out of the possible contacts. Horever, when the non-par¬
ticipants from all referral sources were compared, no such difference was
noted* Better overall results were obtained when both parents partici¬
pated in intake than when either father or mother was seen alone*
No basic pattern emerged for participation and/or involvement based
on education, religioxi, or sex of therapist who saw the father* With
respect to age, the 25-3lt year group of fathers had more positive atti¬
tudes toward their children, whereas involvement was greater in the U5-
5U year group* Both non-participants and those who participated most
ranged from U0-5U years in age* It was also found that most fathers who
viewed their children in a positive light involved themselves more fully
in the treatment process than fathers who were rejecting of their chil¬
dren* The latter group for the most part failed to involve thonselves
appropriately in treatment. Most fathers giving inappropriate responses
had less physical contact with the agency than fathers who responded ap¬
propriately in therapeutic sessions.
In a similar studfer Runion found that there was some shifting in the
pattern of participation; that is, the fathers showed a much greater de¬
gree of involvement during the early months of therapy with a gradual
lessening of active participation as the treatment continued.^ Upon
reflection- the} -writer sensed that if this variable had been pursued in
her own study, the same pattern would have been seen. Arrangements by
workers for continued maternal participation with no similar arrangements
for the fathers were thought to be partially resijonsible for this pattern.
The wri-ber concurs with another researcher .who, in a similar study, felt
that further implications for this observed pattern can only be specu-
2
lated on since there was nothing to further suggest definitive explanaticKis,
The fact that fathers* participation lessens as
treatment continues might be related to an initial
curiosity on father»s part which is reduced after a
few contacts, or his belief that he is expected to
make an appearance to satisfy the clinic, his wife,
or the current expectations of a socie-ly where fa¬
thers are being increasingly urged -bo assume a more
positive role within the family.3
It was not found, as it had been assumed, that fathers reporbed to the
clinic more often or involved themselves in treatment more fully when their
therapist happened to be male as opposed to female. Ta Instances where both




parents were seen in the Intake interview, the data suggested that fa<*
thers were more likely to hecome more involved than when either parent
was seen alone. Because of the limited number of cases in this sample,
all of the above marginal connections have value only as a suggestion of
possible trends.
The general overall conclusion that can be drama from the present
stut^y was that father involvement in his child’s treatment was not ex¬
tensive, and that even when he did participate by maintaining physical
contact with the clinic, in many instances his veibal involvement was
deemed inappropriate. Although a strong conviction is held by some that
every effort should be made to include the father in the treatment of his
emotionally disturbed child, findings here did not give evidence of this
conviction,^ Other conclusions were:
1, Juvenile-court-referred fathers were: the largest
group having negative attitudes toward their chil¬
dren prior to agency contact; the fathers who, in
most cases, absented themselves frcmi treatment, and
who least of all verbally involved themselves in
treatment,
2, Fathers between the ages of hS and fulfilled
their expected roles of involving themselves in
their children’s treatment more than fathers of
any other age group,
3, neither religious affiliation, education of the
^Reiner and Kaufman, op, cit,, p, 153•
kB
father^ nor the sex of the therapist irho saw him
in treatment had a bearing on the father’s physi¬
cal or veibal participation in treatment*
U* A direct correlation ejdsted between fathers iriio
viewed their children in a positive light and
those who involved themselves appropriately in
treatm«it.
Other conclusions drawn from this study were mainly methodological^
indicating the need for further study. The record content was not suf¬
ficient to validly decide the appropriateness of the fathers ’ degree of
participation.
At first thought it would seem as though clinical
case material should provide excellent data on parent-
child relationships* Child Guidance and psychiatric
clinics have pioneered in the intensive study of per¬
sonality relationships* Their recoirds are detailed
and intimate, and every case is studied superficially,
but with the intention of peering underneath to the
motivational factors involved* Actually, however,
clinical ease data are Inadequate for the scientific
study of parent-child relationships because they do
not furnish the necessary controls* It is true that
both parents and dilldren can be described and classi¬
fied, and trends can be shown* But one never knows
the significance of the trends without the possi¬
bility of con5>aring them with what is true in other
groups*^
Stemming from the above, this writer recommends that no other study
of this type be attempted until after a well-defined research measuring
Instrument has been constructed, 2ind the staff whose records are to be
used is Instructed in those methods of recording which will show more
clearly that for idiich the researcher is searching*
^Percival 5y®onds, The Psychology of Parent-Child Relationships (New
York, 1939), P. lla*
APPENDIX
EXHIBIT A Sample Card
EXHIBIT B Characteristics of the Study Sample
EXHIBIT C............ Charts Occupations - Levels and Kinds
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EXHIBIT A
SAMPLE CARD FROM VIHICH FIRST DATA WERE EXTRACTED
O
The mere clipping out of one of the above holes for each case indicates the date applicable
to the case at hand
EXHIBIT B
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY SAMPLE
Identifying Ihformation
1. Case Name Case Number
2. Cotinty of Residence ( ) Hillsborou^
( ) Hernando
( ) Pasco
3. Age ( ) 25-29 ( ) 30-34 ( ) 35-39
50-54 ( ) 55-59
( ) 40-44





( ) Negro ( ) %Mte ( ) Other
Primary and Secondary
( ) Otader 5th ( ) 6-9 ( ) 10-12
( ) 12th * training other than college
College (years completed)
( ) One ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4
Gradtiate school (years completed)
( ) One ( ) 2 (73 ( ) 4
6« Occupation
( ) Professional ( ) Proprietors ( ) Businessmen
( ) Vlhlte collar ( ) Blue collar ( ) Service
( ) Farm people
7* Religious affiliation
( ) Protestant ( ) Catholic ( ) Jevdsh ( ) Ibiknown
6» Number of times married ( ) 1; ( ) 2; ( ) 3 or more
9* Relationship to patient




( ) Self ( ) Juvenile Court ( ) Other agency
( ) School ( ) Medical Doctor ( ) Other source
11* Parent (s ) who wrote letter of application
( ) Father ( ) Mother ( ) Both
51
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12, Parent (s) reply sent to
( ) Father ( ) Mother ( ) Both
13, Parent (s) seen in intake
( ) Father ( ) Mother ( ) Bote
14, Sex of therapist who saw fateer
( ) Male ( ) Female ( ) Bote sexes
15# Tir® Presenting Problem
Problems associated with school
( ) Poor school work
( ) Difficult school adjustment
( ) Refusal to go to school
( ) Slow leami^
( ) Truancy
Problems of relationship
f ) No friends
( ) Does not participate well in groups
( ) lYefers younger children as friends
I J Wants to be grown up
( ] Lades cooperation
( ) Feels unhappy, not trusted, and unloved
t ) Inability of parents to control
( ) Inability to get along with parents
( ) Refuses to accept regulations and laws of society
( ) Running away
Bnotional disturbances
( ) Lacks self assurance
I ) Immaturity
( ) Inferiority eemplex
( ) Nervous
( ) Withdrawn, fearful
f ) Temper outbursts
( ) Overactivity
( ) Disrupting behavior




( ) Sexual curiosity
( ) Sadism
( ) Too much interest in boys




( ) Mother and patient
V ) Father and child
( ) Mother and father
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17* Frequency of father peu'ticlpatlon
( ) 1-25 per cent
( ) 26-50 per cent
( ) 51-75 per cent
( ) 76-100 per cent
Id. Fathers* attitude toward the patients prior to agency Contact
( ) iffectlonate
( ) Loving, i^oldieartedly favorable and warn





f ) Overtly hostile
( ) Disinterested
19. Fathers* verbal involvement in treatment
( ) Appropriately responsive
( ) Accepting of C. W. services
( ) Viewed objectively the child *s problem
( ) Constructively critical
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